River Clwyd
Synopsis
The document describes a virtual journey along the River Clwyd in North Wales; the perspective is historical
against the background of the current scene. Significant tributaries joining the river have also been tracked back
to their start-points, and general aspects of the whole river catchment are considered. Particular attention is
given to bridges and watermills because of their intimate associations with the river, but other nearby buildings,
both religious and secular, also feature. People of note have been associated with the river, and brief
biographical notes are provided, where thought appropriate. The only city in the catchment, St. Asaph, is only
a village, around a cathedral, but other interesting towns feature, including Denbigh, Ruthin, Rhuddlan, and
Rhyl. The Vale of Clwyd was for long, frontier country, which explains the castles in some of these towns and
elsewhere. The term ‘virtual journey’ is used because the account comprises descriptions of places, which have
been visited, linked not by accounts of walks along the river banks, albeit that the river has been followed at
greater and lesser distances by car; information gathered has been amplified by desk top surveys.
As regards watermills, Alastair Robertson’s Appendix 1 contains sketch maps and tables identifying, and
locating commercial watermills* and farm mills* in the catchment and wherever possible specifying their
functions, while his Appendix 2 is a brief account of Gorse mills, which we encountered for the first time in this
catchment.
* a commercial watermill is paid by customers to process raw materials like grain or wool, a farm mill is a
machine located on a farm, which operates at the behest of the farmer, normally without money changing hands.
I provide no index, nor a formal contents list for any historical river journey, but as an aid to navigation through
the document, I list the page numbers at which sub-headings and significant places appear.
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River Clwyd
1. Introduction
The courses of the river and its main tributaries are shown in Alastair Robertson’s sketch map in Appendix 1
dealing generally with watermills, at the end of the account. Before embarking on the journey proper, it will be
briefly set in context, within a project, which has put together accounts of 45 river journeys. The starting point
was an exercise to describe virtual journeys along the relatively small rivers in the Lothians, around Edinburgh,
the native city of my brother, Alastair Robertson, and myself. From there the project has grown, without really
changing the aspects of rivers, on which we have focussed, namely broad patterns of landscape, historical manmade artefacts, people of note with strong associations, and commercial and transportation developments. On
the other hand, limited knowledge, and a desire to maintain coherence, has meant that our treatment of the
natural world, the plant and animal life in the river valleys has been cursory, as has been our consideration of
leisure pursuits, from boating to fishing. We have been fairly disciplined in staying within the river catchments
concerned, but have allowed ourselves occasional excursions to interesting nearby sites; we have stuck close
to rivers, as they passed through large towns and cities, to avoid accounts becoming inferior guide books,
though this is not an issue for the River Clwyd. Mostly, we have used information gathered during visits, backed
by an extensive desk top exercise, consulting maps, books and the internet, though in a few cases we have
benefitted considerably from local knowledge, not however, for the River Clwyd.
It has always been appreciated, that bridges, and watermills would deserve special attention, as uniquely
associated with rivers, and as we expanded the project, the work on watermills, carried out by Alastair
Robertson, assumed greater prominence. Homing in on the commercial mills, which operated after 1750, sketch
maps were produced, locating them, along with tabulations, which specified their types, e.g., cornmills, textile
mills, etc. At the same time, methodologies were developed to identify farm mills, mainly threshing mills, marked
on old British maps digitised by the National Library of Scotland (nls), so allowing full accounts of all of the
milling installations. The differences, which emerged, some predictable, some surprising, led to a search for
patterns, and later choices of rivers to investigate, were in part dictated by a desire to build a national picture of
watermill distributions, in the chosen period, i.e., post-1750. We have not ignored watermills of earlier vintage,
where we have found information, but for them no sort of systematic analysis has been practicable. The River
Clwyd was selected in part to provide an example of a river in North Wales, but also because relatively recent
visits had piqued more general interest. Obviously, modern guide books deal with parts of the river course, and
I have acquired a booklet, referenced in the Bibliography, which gives a historical overview of the Vale of Clwyd,
but I am aware of no similar publication, to this account.
The River Clwyd flows for 56km in North Wales; its catchment is limited in the west by that of the River Conway,
and in the south and east by that of the River Dee, while the Irish Sea defines the coast line to the north. The
river itself has a somewhat curious course, which might be likened to a bishop’s crosier, with the staff taking it
northwards to the sea. The head is formed as the river sets off north-eastwards, then swings to the west, then
turns southwards, then eastwards again, before settling on the aforementioned northward flow. There are two
major tributaries, the River Clywedog which flows for c20km, generally north-eastwards to join the left bank of
the River Clwyd near the town of Denbigh, and the River Elwy, which is of much the same length as its parent,
flowing 55km, mainly eastwards, also to join the left bank, but further downstream. Once it has turned north, the
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River Clwyd flows in the Vale of Clwyd with the Clwydian Hills, separating it from the catchment of the River
Dee, to its east.

The River Clwyd rises in the Clocaenog Forest, a very large, expanse of mainly coniferous trees (the area is
variously quoted as 6000ha and 10000ha, but I am not sure which value is nearer correct); planting began in
the 1st decade of the 20th century. The forest, of which the upper photograph gives an impression, occupies the
southern part of the Denbighshire Moors, which extend through the west of Denbighshire, and the east of
Conway, south of a coastal plain; their characteristic landscape of heather and rough grass is illustrated by the
lower photograph. The River Clwyd catchment, includes a fair part of these areas, and the peaks are in the
order of 600m high, like those in the Clwydian Range, reaching above the tree line. Some additional scene-
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setting is appropriate; consultation of geological maps shows that the early course of the River Clwyd is above
sedimentary shale and sandstone, but that after the change in direction to the east, there is underlying
limestone, before the rock base reverts to sandstone and shale as the river turns northwards; the main
tributaries flow over that kind of rock substrate. There was glaciation during the Ice Ages, and this deposited
detritus, of gravel, stones, and boulders, which has broken down into more fertile soil on parts of the floor of the
Vale of Clwyd. The average annual rainfall at various places along the Vale of Clwyd is c930mm, a few percent
above the national average, so there is ample water to support arable and pastoral farming, where other
conditions permit.
A detailed history of the catchment has no place in this account, though historical aspects, specific to the places
and artefacts, encountered on the virtual journey, will be considered along the way. However, it is perhaps worth
mentioning two matters of long-lasting significance. Firstly, the Vale of Clwyd was a frontier region from the Iron
Age, through to the end of the 15th century. The evidence begins with the string of hillforts along the Clwydian
Range, which imply a perceived need of protection from neighbouring tribes to east or west, from c800 BC,
through to the Roman invasion and occupation which ended in c400 AD. Thereafter, the confrontations were
between Anglo-Saxons to the east in the kingdom of Mercia, and Welsh/Britons to the west in mostly smaller
statelets. The Norman Conquest of England triggered centuries of strife, when Norman/English kings sought to
extend their rule over the whole of Wales, and in pursuit of this goal, built stone castles in the Vale of Clwyd,
and the coastal plain to its north. King Edward I more or less succeeded in his aim of conquest, in the late-13th
century, though there were to be uprisings later, especially that of Owen Glendower in c1500. Then, in 1485,
England got a Welsh ruler, Henry VII (Tudor), and Anglo-Welsh strife more or less ceased. A delicious irony
here; I like to think of King Edward I rotating in his grave, when first a Welsh ruling family, and then a Scottish
ruling family, the Stuarts, gained the English throne, signal marks of the failures of his determined efforts to wipe
out both nations. Even by 13th century standards, Edward Plantagenet was a brutal and despotic ruler.
The second general point, which can be made, concerns the fact that there was never any significant industrial
development in the River Clwyd catchment, so its history post-1750 is a continuation, rather than a
transformation, unlike that in much of the country. The explanation is mainly the absence of coal deposits, for
all that they were searched for; the nearest mines are around Wrexham, across the Clwydian Range to the east.
There have certainly been changes in modern times, but they were not as much characterised by shifts from
rural to urban living as in other parts of the United Kingdom. Now, having attempted to set the scene, it is time
to begin the journey, from the source of the River Clwyd.
2. The Source and Upper Reaches
The source of the River Clwyd is at OS Grid
Point SJ 044 525 beside the 340m contour,
(i.e., at a height of 1115 feet). When the
Google photograph was taken in 2018, the
spring was in the midst of a mature
coniferous forest, at the location indicated by
the arrow. The stream flows firstly northeastwards for c600m, then west for a similar
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distance, and finally south-west for another
600m before it is established on a southerly
course. It emerges from the trees for a short
stretch, just south of commercial stables,
beside fields, in which horses exercise,
though I guess they must winter under cover,
at a height of c350m. The stream dives back
into the forest, travelling another 600m, 2½km
in all, to reach Pont Petryal, where it passes
under the B5105 road and can be seen, as in
the Google view. It is still very small, though it
has already been joined by a number of
trickling tributaries. It continues to wind southwards, emerging from trees to flow between small fields of grass.
In this style, it arrives at Melin-y-Wig, a rural hamlet, 5½km from the source. The name is a clue as to what
might be found there, as it means ‘mill in the forest’, and there was indeed a watermill, which processed oats,
called Cynfal Mill. The surrounding fields are in the order of 250m high, the soil was not great, and the climate,
by no means dry, so it is no surprise that oats were the crop of choice, and the mill complex included a kiln to
dry them prior to their grinding into meal or flour. The Listed mill buildings date to the late 17th century, according
to a plaque, and the mill must have operated well into the 20th century, because the water wheel was removed
only in 1979. The buildings are now a residence, but traces of a lade taking water from the River Clwyd,
upstream of the hamlet, and a mill pond with a sluice gate can still be seen. The helpful document, accessible
by way of the link, Arnold-Hughes-The-lost-watermills-of-the-Upper-Clwyd-Melin-36[9517].pdf, suggests that
there was a woollen mill in the village at one time, but little more about it seems to be known. As the river moves
past Cynfal Mill, it swings eastwards, and then for a short stretch northwards, before settling on an easterly
path. It may not always have done so, for reasons that are apparent if a wider view is taken of the landscape.
The River Alwen is a substantial left bank tributary of the River Dee, and in the village of Bettws Gwerfil Goch,
it is joined by a south-flowing un-named tributary, which drains points south of Melin-y-Wig. It is thought by
experts, (see Drainage Diversions in the Upper Clwyd Valley, E. H. Brown and A. N. Harris, Geography, Vol.
54, No. 2 (April 1969), pp. 140-151), that the upper River Clwyd once followed this path into the River Alwen,
and the River Dee. If this had remained the situation, the account would have begun further east, and described
a shorter river. Instead, the lower River Clwyd ‘captured’ the upper river creating the configuration, which exists
now. Such events sometimes took place over very long geological timescales, as a result of erosion, but could
result from deposition of blocking moraines across an existing river course in shortish periods, as ice-caps
retreated; the last one did so, c11000 years ago. The experts could not decide between the alternatives, in this
case, nor obviously, can I, as I return to tracking the river, as it is now.
Leaving Melin-y-Wig, the river enters an area of fairly dense tree cover, a mix of conifers and broad-leafed trees;
at the point, where it bends north, a hillfort, mostly above the trees is on the right bank. Melin-y-Wig hillfort is
mostly univallate, (i.e., surrounded by a single artificial rampart), except near the entrance, where there are
additional earthen banks. The rampart is oval in shape, and encloses 5.7ha. There are many unresolved
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arguments between historians, as to why hillforts were built, using much labour, during the thousand years after
800 BC, with defence now a less favoured option than ceremonial purposes. The absence of water sources
within some of their perimeters, is one much quoted argument, though why evidence of wells and springs would
necessarily survive is not clear to me. I tend to view the defences as similar to the thousands of moats built
around medieval houses; certainly not impregnable against all types of assault, but giving a measure of
protection against incursions by thieves and small marauding bands. No doubt argument and theorising will
continue in the absence of conclusive archaeological evidence. The river bends east, and continues in a steep
sided valley, until having flowed for c4km, and fallen to a height of c170m, it arrives at Meyarth cornmill, which
probably operated after the late 18th century, until the 2nd World War; the miller’s house is now a residence, and
another ruined mill building still stands. The curiosity associated with the watermill is that it seems to have been
fed from 2 lades, one taking water from the River Clwyd, the other from an un-named right bank tributary, though
the different arrangements may have been in place, at different times.
Here, signs of a disused railway line appear
on the left bank of the river. It was the
Denbigh, Ruthin, and Corwen line, fully
opened in 1865, and taken over by the
London and North-Western Railway in 1879.
It was conceived as providing part of an
alternative route to the growing holiday
resort of Rhyl, near the mouth of the River
Clwyd, but never carried much traffic.
Consequently, its full closure in 1965
attracted little attention, and it is only very
recently that any proposal for re-opening has
been submitted. An important trunk road the
A494, which links the mid-Wales coast to north-east Wales, also comes into the valley here. A short distance
downstream, there was an 18th century woollen mill, Felin Llwyn, recently renovated and converted into holiday
lets. As can be seen in the above photograph, the River Clwyd has grown considerably.
The river now begins a long bend from east
to north; above the left bank is Derwen Hall,
probably built by a family called Price in the
16th century, and occupied by them through
several generations. The main block, to the
right in the photograph, was jettied and
timber-framed when built but modified
substantially in the 18th century. There was
once a watermill in the possession of the
hall-owners, and slightly further downstream on the right bank there was another watermill, Melin Nantclwyd, in
18th century buildings which may have replaced medieval structures. It probably operated well into the 20 th
century, but its buildings have been demolished. A little further south is the small village of LLanelidan, where
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a 15th century church, with a double-nave, was dedicated to a local sanctified nun, St. Elidan; the round
graveyard suggests that the original foundation was several hundred years earlier, but little is known of that
church or the dedicatee. Unfortunately, the present church was heavily restored in the 19th century.
A short distance downstream, the river is
crossed by Nantclwyd Bridge dated to 1770,
and Listed. It has a single segmental arch
spanning c10m, and now supported on
circumferential metal rings fulfilling a similar
role to medieval ribs, in a fashion which I
have not observed anywhere else; the
bridge no longer carries the A494, as a
parallel crossing has been built. Nantclwyd
Hall has been altered from the original 17th
century building, in each century since then. Apparently, one wing is still as built in the 17th century, but now
occupies the centre of the block; additions and replacements are said to have largely reproduced its style, but
never having visited, I am not in a position to attempt further description. The gardens and the park have also
received attention, with changes made there in the 2nd half of the 20th century. The River Clwyd has completed
its bend to the north, and thus the upper reaches, which have followed a path like the inverted head of a bishop’s
crosier, are at an end. It has flowed for 8½km, and is about to cut the 100m contour, as it enters the Vale of
Clwyd, with the uplands of the Clocaenog Forest to its west, and the Clwydian range of hills, to the east.
3. The Middle Reaches, through the Vale of Clwyd

The Vale of Clwyd is relatively narrow at its southern end, with farmed fields, mainly pastoral, spreading up the
valley sides, though judging by the number of corn mills, operating after 1750, the cropping balance differed
then and afterwards. The fields are small, separated by hedgerows, while mature trees line the roads, and the
banks of the river and its numerous small tributaries. The photograph above looks over the village of Pwll Glas,
to which the river is heading, and conveys a good impression of the landscape, just described. There are copses
and larger woods, which sometimes cut off sight of the ever present hills, to east and west. The signs of
prehistoric occupation, the ramparts surrounding enclosures, occupy many of the summits of the hills, as the
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river moves north, but are largely screened from view. These are indications that, when the climate was wetter
and warmer, living was easier at a height.
Pwll Glas is a pleasant village with a good
mix of housing, terraces, and separate villas,
generally quite modern. A watermill, Melin
Einion, is shown on 19th century maps; it was
then a flour mill, and became a house,
beside which a dilapidated waterwheel was
retained as a feature. According to ArnoldHughes, the mill has had a long and varied
history; it was a fulling (walk) mill in 1505; but
probably a corn mill when rebuilt in 1668. It
was said to be operating in 1957, but the water wheel apparently broke in 1945 and was not replaced. Instead,
a ‘Pelton wheel’ (turbine) was installed, to generate electricity to power a separate crusher for small-holder
produce and to provide electricity. The village is along the A494 on the left bank, but on the right bank is Eyarth
Hall, a picturesque private house of Elizabethan origins, shown in the photograph. It has been considerably
altered, since it was built in 1593, but features which are 400+ years old remain, inside and out. There was a
water-powered saw mill on the estate in the 19th century, supplied with water by the tail race of Melin Einion.
The other interesting, though not very
attractive old building in the village is the
bridge, Pont Eyarth, which gives access to
the village of Llanfair Dyffryn Clwyd, on the
right bank of the River Clwyd. It has one
segmental arch with single arch rings,
recessed below hood moulds. The fabric is
coursed rubble and string courses loop
rather untidily over the crowns of the arch on
each face. The parapets have heavy
triangular coping stones and look like a later
addition. The bridge is slightly humped, and
the roadway is c3m wide. The Listing is
undecided between the 17th and 18th
centuries and it is best described as of
c1700. It has no obvious 18th century
features, but if it had been built much earlier in the 17th century, I would have expected it to be neater.
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Still on the subject of old bridges, the River
Clwyd is joined by a small right bank
tributary, the Afon Hesbin, beside Pont
Eyarth. A few kilometres upstream, along
this side-stream, Pont Pen-y-bont crosses,
carrying a track, which is dubiously claimed
to have Roman origins. As shown in the
photograph, the bridge comprises a shallow
rubble-built

segmental

arch,

spanning

c5.7m. There are single roughly shaped arch
rings below the hood moulds, (indicated by the arrow); they are a common feature of pre-modern bridges in
North Wales, though in this case, incomplete. The bridge is c2.4m wide; there are no parapets but metal railings
have been set about 0.4m in, from each face, probably quite recently. The stonework looks to have been
repointed in a similar time-frame. This is another bridge which is not easily dated, and c1700 is my best estimate,
which does imply that it is over 300 years old.
Moving on downstream the River Clwyd
comes next to the site of another disused
watermill, in this case, a corn mill in the 19th
century, a saw mill in the early 20th century,
but demolished not long after that. It was at
the south end of the park associated with
Ruthin Castle, itself on the south side of the
town for which it is named; the castle ruins
are shown in a view looking south. The
schematic

of

the

13th

century

castle,

produced by Mr. Northall, shows the upper
bailey, a walled pentagonal enclosure, of
side c75m with gatehouse, towers and hall.
The remnants of the walls are of sandstone
with a reddish tinge, but they have been
largely cast down. The earliest known castle
was given to the Welsh Prince Dafydd ap
Gruffydd by King Edward I in 1277, after he
took sides against his brother, Llewellyn, in
support of the English king, during the 1st
Welsh War of Independence. It was known
as Castell Coch yn yr Gwernfor, the red castle in the great marsh. When Dafydd rebelled against King Edward
in the 1280s, he was captured and publicly butchered alive in Shrewsbury, on the say-so of the ruthless King,
and the castle was passed to Reginald de Grey, Justiciar of Chester, on condition that he completed the buildingwork required by his master; his family held the castle until the early 16th century, when it was sold to the Crown.
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It had an inglorious role in Owen Glendower’s revolt in c1400, when, following a dispute with the rebel leader,
its de Grey owner was captured and had to pay a large ransom to gain his freedom; during the Civil War, it was
held for the Royalists. It was said to have been ruinous by the start of that war, and although repaired sufficiently
to allow its defence, it was not fully restored, and further damaged later, by sleighting, so remained uninhabited,
thereafter. In the 19th century, a new castellated mansion was built on the site, and it is now a hotel, where I
stayed for a couple of nights, some years ago. For anyone wanting more information, the website,
https://www.ruthinhistoryhanesrhuthun.org/ruthin-castle, will be helpful.
It is unlikely that Ruthin housed many
people, before the castle was built. Castle
Street dating to c1300 stretches north from
the site, and some buildings still occupy the
long narrow ‘burgage plots’ laid out at that
time. They also contain various medieval
artefacts, though most have been altered or
rebuilt since that period. I will mention one
building, 7 Castle Street, shown in the
photograph, the house of Sir John Trevor,
twice Speaker of the House of Commons,
but the only holder of the office to be
impeached, and found guilty of ‘High Crimes
and Misdemeanours’. He had accepted bribes from the East India Company to support the continuation of their
charter. His dismissal seemed well-merited, but he continued to hold the judicial office of Master of the Rolls
until his death in 1717. The outcome, in 1695, was a compromise; although guilty, Trevor’s partial downfall had
been politically motivated, engineered by the Whig opposition, because he was an associate of the Duke of
Leeds (the erstwhile Earl of Danby), and had assisted in the latter’s dubious schemes to obtain the votes in the
House of Commons, needed to progress government business. The main target had been Leeds, who lost his
predominant role, though not his office of Lord President of the Council, nor his financial emoluments.
The de Greys were responsible for the
founding of a priory in Ruthin, which was
centred on the parish church near the towncentre. The view of the latter is from the
north-east and the building, protruding from
the north wall, is a surviving priory/college
building. There has been confusion amongst
experts as to whether the religious complex
was more accurately termed a collegiate
church, or a priory. The establishment dates
from 1310, and was at first occupied by 7
Bonhommes canons; that order had arrived
in England about half a century earlier, and followed the rule of St. Augustine. The idea that the priory changed
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into a college of secular canons is probably linked to a suggestion that it ceased to operate before 1478, though
presumably, its church continued to fulfil a parochial function. The priory must have been revived because it
was suppressed in 1535 (a decade earlier than secular colleges) and the church duly became the parish church
of St Peter and St Meugan. The church was axial, with a central tower between the nave and chancel but without
transepts. The nave was initially un-aisled but a south aisle was added in the late 14th century; then the chancel
was demolished in the late 17th century, leaving the tower offset and unusually at the east end of the building.
The fate of the priory claustral/college
buildings is unusual. Destruction would have
been normal, but instead they survived, to be
purchased by Dr Gabriel Goodman, then
Dean of Westminster Abbey, who was born
in Ruthin in 1528. He founded Christ’s
Hospital in 1590, to house a priest (the
warden), and 12 poor men in alms-houses
which were rebuilt in 1865. However, the 2storey building running north from the church
survives from the early 14th century; it has
external cloister arches and a vaulted
ground floor, and is shown in the Colflein
photograph. It is known to have acted as the
warden’s house but is now known as ‘The
Organist’s House’. Originally the town
grammar school, also founded by Dr. Goodman in 1574, was in these priory/college buildings, but it was moved
in the 19th century to the east side of the town, where it is now attended by fee-paying pupils.
Ruthin is a town of 5500 inhabitants, well
supplied with shops, and eating places, and
it is clearly the ‘go to’ centre for its rural area.
In the 18th century, the town was on drover’s
routes, by which cattle were taken to
England; the number of hostelries and other
public houses drew comment then, and
there are still plenty for a town of its size. I
have touched on a few old buildings in the
town, and there are many more; the group in
the photograph, are in Well Street, all
obviously restored, but tastefully. Probably,
the most-photographed building, so I shall
not present one here, is the Old Court House beside the market cross, which was built in 1401, to replace a
predecessor burnt down by Owen Glendower as part of his dispute with the de Grays. The medieval building is
timber framed with white boarding, and has a fine timber-beam roof. Parts of a gallows are still attached, and
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the last use may have been to execute a Franciscan priest, Charles Meehan, who had been shipwrecked on
the Welsh coast. He was hanged, drawn and quartered in 1679; it may be hard to believe that the brutal
execution method, introduced to England by King Edward I was still employed up to the early 18th century. A
boulder nearby, is said to commemorate the execution of a brother of the 6th century monk and author, Gildas,
but that is no more than the stuff of legend.
There is little sign of industry, though there was a town mill beside the castle, from shortly after 1300, and Arnold
Hughes indicates that there were at least 5 fulling mills, processing woven cloth, in the 15th century, so there
was a well-established woollen industry then. The town mill had two parallel waterwheels until the 19 th century,
but ceased to grind corn by 1900. Unsuccessful attempts were made to resurrect it as a saw mill, and it is
claimed that the waterwheel, and other ancillary machinery were only removed in the 1950s, when the building
was converted into flats. I regret spending only a day in Ruthin, because there was much that I did little more
than glimpse; there are over 200 Listed buildings in the town, and its immediate surrounds. The River Clwyd
does not have a large role in the townscape; a bridge, Pont Howkin, gives access over the river from the A494,
and the 3-arch substructure was built in the mid-18th century, but it has been crowned by a modern concrete
platform of greater width, which disguises its origins. The mean water flow rate is measured here as 19000
gallons per minute, and is that of a small river.
………………….
Moving on northwards, the River Clwyd reaches another mill, Melin-y-went; the present cornmill was erected,
with a breast-shot waterwheel, in 1805, but it had a wooden predecessor, more than a century before then. The
last corn was ground in 1925, but the waterwheel was connected to a battery charger which operated until 1947;
the building has since been converted into holiday lets. The mill lade took water from the River Clwyd, but also
from an un-named right bank tributary. There may have been a watermill nearer to Ruthin, owned by the college
attached to the church of St. Peter and St. Meugan, but there is no surviving visible evidence of a watermill,
which if it existed, probably ceased operating a few centuries ago.
I mentioned earlier the hillforts on the
Clwydian Range, above the right bank of the
river, and Foel Fenlii, is a very large example
5km east of the River Clwyd, with an area of
9.8ha enclosed by 3 ramparts. There are at
least 40 platforms, which would have been
floors of round houses, occupied by a couple
of hundreds of people, and large numbers of
Roman coins were found in the 19th century,
a sign of trading by British tribal inhabitants
during

the

Roman

occupation.

The

photograph is of Moel Arthur, a smaller hillfort which is a few kilometres further north, shown in an aerial view
from the north-east. It is roughly circular in form, with an area of 1.8ha. The mountain slopes fall away steeply
around the south-west, south and eastern sides, where there is a single terraced rampart. To the north, double
ramparts and ditches rise above less precipitous slopes. The in-turned north-east facing entrance is set at the
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edge of the steeper slope. The ground rises more gently in the interior to a rounded summit, at a height of 455m.
There is a broad terrace behind the ramparts on the north and east sides and several hut platforms have been
observed. It is probable that the hillforts in the Clwydian range were occupied permanently, rather than
occasionally for ceremonial events of short duration.
Between the two named hillforts, above the
village of Llangynhafal, and on the boundary
between Denbighshire and Flintshire, is
Moel Famau, the highest point in the
Clwydian Range at a height of 565m. It is
crowned by the remains of an unfinished
monument,

which

was

conceived

to

celebrate the Golden Jubilee of King George
III in 1810. Money ran out before it was
complete, and stone has been removed for
local building projects, but for all that, Jubilee
Tower still looks quite impressive, as shown
in the aerial photograph. Offa’s Dyke long distance footpath passes by the tower on its 285km course from
Sedbury Cliffs overlooking the Severn Estuary, northwards to Prestatyn Beach on the Irish Sea coast of North
Wales. The last 47km is near the watershed on the Clwydian Range, though it leaves the line of the historic
Offa’s Dyke here. The dyke is traditionally thought to have been raised, presumably as a defence against Welsh
raids from the west, by the powerful 8th century King of Mercia, which with Northumbria and Wessex dominated
England at that time. I have walked along a few kilometres, far to the south near Knighton, where the earthworks
are impressive, but I think they are less so, in the Clwydian Range.
In the village Llangynhafal, the church is
dedicated to an 8th century, local saint, St
Cynhafal, and the oval churchyard suggests
that it was a religious site, in that period, or
even earlier. The church, shown in the
photograph, taken from the south-east, has
the twin-naves common in the Vale of Clwyd,
and its Perpendicular features suggest a
build-date in the 15th century. It has been
modified and restored since, but retains much of the fabric of a small medieval rural church, though it is now
redundant.
Moving back west to the River Clwyd, it flows in a broad valley of farmed fields as it approaches its confluence
with a major left bank tributary, the River Clywedog, the two valleys having fused. On older maps, the River
Clywedog is shown as rising at OS Grid Point SH 996 578, on the 450m contour, in the midst of the Clocaenog
Forest. Prior to this century, the source was in the midst of marshy moorland, but now it is in a large plantation
of mature trees, cleared round about to allow Tir Mostyn windfarm to be located there, with 25 turbines capable
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of generating 21 Megawatts of electricity, when strong winds blow. There has been another change to the early
part of the river’s course, because 2km downstream, a dam has been thrown across its valley, to create
Clywedog Reservoir, narrow and aligned south-west/north-east, with a surface area close to 1ha; unfortunately,
I can say no more about it, because a reservoir of the same name, in the River Severn catchment, claims all
the attention of the internet. Once the reservoir had been created, the upstream part of the river, was renamed
Aber Waen-lydan, so the source of the River Clywedog is now usually considered to be the overflow from the
reservoir.
After flowing, in a generally eastward direction, for c6km from the reservoir, the river reaches the hamlet of
Cyffylliog, where it is joined by two right bank tributaries, the Afon Corris, and the Nant Ladur. Water was drawn
from the former stream to drive two mills, a woollen mill which operated in the 19th century, and downstream,
Felin Uchaf flour mill, in the 19th century, and through to the mid-20th century. The latter stream powered
Cyffylliog Pentre Mill, a Gorse Mill, one of three in the catchment; information is presented in Appendix 2. The
river is about to drop below the 150m contour and flows between banks lined with trees in a valley, which is a
patchwork of small fields, most of which are pastoral. The church of St. Mary in Cyffylliog dates to the 12 th
century, but has been so heavily restored, that few traces of medieval fabric remain. Another 2km flowing east,
brings the river to where Melin-y-Moch mill ground corn, and a kilometre further on there was a water-powered
saw-mill, at Bontuchel, which operated as late as the early decades of the 20 th century, but its buildings have
been converted to a dwelling. Here the river receives a right bank tributary, and adopts its line north-eastwards,
to reach the site of another watermill, at Melin-y-Meredydd, just short of the village of Rhewl.
Along the left bank of this stretch of the River
Clywedog, maps show Lady Bagot’s Drive
passing between Bontuchel and Rhewl, it is
now a walkway, and sometimes disputed,
cycleway; an impression is given by the
upper

photograph.

The

Bagots

were

Staffordshire landowners who acquired by
marriage, in the late 17th century, large
holdings along the Clywedog valley. The
main house was at Pool Parc, 3km southeast of Bontuchel. The head of the family
was ennobled in the mid-18th century, and
the mansion which stands now was built in
the late-1820s. It does not look as shown in
the old postcard, because in the 1930s, the
timber framing was removed and replaced
by white render (a paste of lime, cement,
water, and sand, with other additives); I
cannot think the appearance was improved.
It was sold by the family soon afterwards,
and became a mental institution, but is
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currently un-occupied. The 2nd Lord Bagot who was responsible for the mansion, also in the 1830s, planted
extensive forests, in his estate, along the left bank of the River Clywedog extending up to Rhewl. He built the
carriage drive along the route enjoyed by and named for his wife, who could be conveyed to church near Rhewl,
without leaving her husband’s estate. The trees, at the eastern edge of the Clocaenog Forest were cut down
before the 1st World War, but the area has been replanted, so Lady Bagot’s Drive still runs through woods.
From the late 18th century, there was a flour
mill in Rhewl, but there are no remains, and
the name of the public house, the Drover’s
Arms hints at the traffic of cattle on their way
to the markets of England in that century.
Pont

Rhyd-y-Cilgwyn,

shown

in

the

photograph, spans the River Clywedog
immediately west of the A525 in the village
centre. It is a twin-arch road bridge, mainly
of local limestone rubble construction, but with squared blocks in its lower courses. There are two segmental
arches, one a river arch of span c8.5m, the other a slightly smaller flood arch, Both have roughly dressed
voussoirs recessed in two tiers, (double arch rings in two orders), below an outer hood mould. There are
triangular cutwaters at both faces, rising to refuges, on a gently-humped carriageway. The total bridge length is
20m, and the width between the parapets is fractionally over 2.5m. The Listing proposes a 17 th century build
date, and the width and appearance of the bridge support that. There are several bridges in the area with
similarities to this one, as indicated by their Listings, but they were probably built in the following century.
On the right bank to the north is the hamlet
of Llanynys, which has a medieval church,
but probably a much older ecclesiastical
history. The oval churchyard is a clue, as is
the dedication to an obscure Irish saint, St.
Saeran, who may have preached in the area
in the 6th century, It seems that there was a
Clas here not long afterwards, i.e., a college,
in which Welsh priests were trained, and the
administrative centre for churches in the
upper Vale of Clwyd. Moving on from those
days, the present building, dates in part to the 13th century, but has been altered many times. It has the twin
naves common in the area, and a bell-cote, and is noted for a large wall painting of St. Christopher, perhaps
dating to the 14th century. The village of Llanrhaeadr is on the left bank of the River Clywedog, and its church is
also of interest, but I shall look first at Llanrhaeadr Hall, which is set in quite extensive grounds on the northeastern outskirts of the village; it is shown in the photograph. The building dates to the 16th century and had a
gabled front with mullioned windows, and there was a Georgian range at the rear. A well-known local architect,
Thomas Penson gave it make-over in the early 19th century, adding a stone façade in Jacobean style. The
gables have scrolled tops and finials; the broad windows have mullioned and transomed windows, some topped
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by pediments. There was a single-storey loggia, since removed, in front of the central porch. In truth, I think the
result is ‘well over the top’, and when rather reluctantly, I looked for a photograph, I found that the only one not
dominated by parked cars visiting, what is now a care home, was set off by the garish red door shown.
Llanrhaeadr church is associated with
another 6th century saint, St. Dyfnog, who
came from somewhere in the north of Britain.
His penchant was to stand in a well, for long
hours, with an iron chain around his waist, as
a penance. The well came to be seen as
having healing properties, and pilgrims were
attracted. Their offerings may have funded
the erection of St. Dyfnog’s church, which is
a 13th century building, with twin naves and
a tower. The 16th century stained-glass
window, which is shown depicts a Jesse
Tree, and is said to be the finest of its type in
Wales, (Such windows held a representation
of the family tree of Jesus Christ, extending
back to the likes of King David, by way of
kings and prophets; it is thought that many
were destroyed, in the aftermath of the
Reformation, and During the Civil War). The
River Clywedog completes its course of
20km, by flowing just over a kilometre
northwards, between pastoral fields, and
joins the left bank of the River Clwyd; the
coming together is hidden by the trees,
which line the banks of both rivers.
……………………………….
A short distance downstream, the River Clwyd is joined by a smaller left bank tributary, the Afon Ystrad, which
flows from the south side of Denbigh, 4km to the west. This stream also rises in the Clocaenog Forest, and with
its tributaries, powered a number of watermills, but apart from noting that it flows north-east, then east, to reach
Denbigh, I shall move on to consider the historic county town. As with other towns in North Wales, history largely
began in the 13th century, during the 1st War of Welsh Independence. The precursor of the castle was a timber
hall in the hands of Dafydd ap Gruffyd, brother of Llewellyn, at a location not now known. The capture of the
area by King Edward I resulted in the building of a walled town, at the top of a hill, while a start was made to
building a large castle in 1282. The Welsh retook the area temporarily in 1295, but after their defeat, building
work on the large enclosure castle resumed and was completed in the early 14th century. However, in spite of
its apparent strength, the town at least did not prove impregnable falling at different times to Henry ‘Hotspur’
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Percy, Owen Glendower, Jasper Tudor, and
William Herbert. In the 16th century it was
given to Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, but
by then it was ruinous, apart from the
gatehouse. The town shifted to the slopes
below the northern walls of the castle, and
outside the town walls, in the same period,
and Leicester began building a church, with
the intent that it replace St. Asaph Cathedral,
but it was incomplete at the time of his death.
During the Civil War the castle was held for
the Royalists withstanding siege until 1646, and receiving a visit from King Charles I. Unusually, it was not
sleighted by Parliament, but after the Restoration, it was not re-occupied. The castle had a large gatehouse
comprising 3 octagonal towers of diameter, 12m, which still stands to considerable height, as shown in the
photograph. Otherwise, the curtain wall enclosing an elongated octagon of dimensions, c107 X 79m, was up to
4m thick near its base, and the larger, D-shaped mural towers were 15m in diameter; it originally formed part of
the town wall. The Great Hall was of dimensions 22 X 9m, and the Green Chambers incorporating private rooms
and offices were beside the east curtain wall, but they survive only as foundations. Below is a screen shot of a
print made by Thomas Pennant in 1781; it is taken from the website, https://medievalheritage.eu/en/mainpage/heritage/wales/denbigh-castle/, which displays many interesting photographs. The print is a view from the
east; Denbigh Castle, with its massive gatehouse crowns a hill to the north, while the town walls to the south,
pierced by the Burgess Gate, already contain relatively few buildings as the town has moved beyond the walls.

The ruins of Denbigh Friary are near the centre of the small town, east of the castle in the angle formed where
the south-bound A543 bears south-east. The Carmelite Friary was founded in c1289, and was always small but
had a full complement of buildings; in addition to the cloister and church, records at the time of the Dissolution
mention a hall, kitchen, buttery, brewhouse, stables, gardens, orchards, and terraces, so the Friary must have
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held a sizeable portion of land on the edge
of Denbigh. Nonetheless, only 4 friars were
in residence in the 1530s. In the early 16th
century, the Bishops of St Asaph lived in the
'Bishop's Chamber', which was in the east
range of the friary claustral buildings.
Following the Dissolution which closed the
friary in 1537, the bishops leased the whole
property. The remains consist primarily of
the church, intact until it was gutted by fire in
1898; it is a late-13th century building
augmented later, notably by the blocked
Perpendicular east window. It consisted of the Friar's choir to the east and the public nave to the west, separated
by a screened passage with a leaded spire above. The dormitory and refectory block in the south range, were
probably rebuilt in c1500, and a few features survive in Abbey Cottage, which occupies their site, but it was in
turn largely rebuilt in the late 1940s. There are no traces of the Bishop’s chamber and chapter house, once in
the east range. The photograph is a view from the west, along the ruined church.
There are two other religious artefacts of
interest in the town. One is Leicester’s
church, of which the remnants are shown in
the photograph. There is a 10-bay rectangle
formed by the northern and eastern walls,
enclosing a floor of dimensions, 51 X 22½m,
small for a cathedral, but large for a parish
church. Building began in 1579, but the Earl
of Leicester found it difficult to raise money
in the ensuing years, partly because his
difficulties commanding the army fighting the Spanish in Flanders, resulted in his incurring the displeasure of
the Queen. His restoration to the Queen’s full favour in 1588 came too late for the church project, because he
died late that year. Work had stopped in 1584, and never restarted. Had it proceeded further it would have been
of great interest as an early Protestant church, reflecting Leicester’s austere Puritan beliefs.
The castle church had been dedicated to St.
Hilary, and it was erected in c1300, as part
of the original build, with a nave and chancel
only. It acquired a tower in c1400, and a
south aisle, some time after that. It was
demolished in 1923, except for part of the
west wall, and a tower, which still stand
today, and are shown in the photograph.
Away from the centre, along the Whitchurch
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Road heading east, is the parish church of St. Marcella, which probably deserves more time than I will give it.
Built in the 14th and 15th centuries, it has the twin-naves characteristic of the area, and Perpendicular style
features, but again the tower is battlemented, a bête-noire for me. There are modern churches in Denbigh,
which stand entire, but they do not require consideration in a historical account. For me, the rest of the town,
now with a population of 9000, was pleasant enough with a good variety of buildings, especially on the central
shopping streets like the High Street, and Vale Street. However, there are few which ‘stand-out’, and when
during a shortish visit, I drove out from the centre, the houses seemed fairly mundane. So, it is tempting to think
that the visitor to Denbigh should focus practically all attention on the castle.
Before moving on, something should be said about the remarkable career of Sir Henry Morton Stanley, born in
1841, out of wedlock, as John Rowlands in Denbigh. He spent much of his childhood in St. Asaph workhouse.
When he was 18, he emigrated to the United States, and fought in the Civil War, in the armies of both sides,
and then in the Union navy. His experiences led directly to his career as a journalist, reporting on trouble spots
in Africa and the Middle-East. His name was made when he led an expedition which found the missing
missionary/explorer, David Livingston, in 1871, though whether his famous words, ‘Dr. Livingston, I presume’
were ever uttered, may be open to doubt. For the next 2 decades, he led more expeditions to Africa, including
a transcontinental trek, and another rescue mission, for Emin Pasha. He became involved in colonisation
projects including that, which resulted in the formation of Belgian Congo. He retired to England in 1890, married
and adopted a son, became a Member of Parliament, and was knighted, before his death in 1904. Inevitably
his reputation has suffered in recent years as historical figures, are now judged by present day rules of morality.
His treatment of native Africans was harsh, but order had to be kept, and atrocities charged to him seem mostly
to have been carried out by other white men attached to his expeditions. It is likely that he was abused as a
child, and that this was formative, but his achievements were remarkable, given his starting point.
…………………………
Returning eastwards to the River Clwyd, it flows northwards from the junction with the Afon Ystrad for 3½km to
reach the Lleweni estate, the home of a prominent North Wales family, the Salusburys, from soon after the
Norman Conquest. Many people know that there were complaints about Scots who flocked south seeking
preferment when King James VI became King of England in 1603, but less is heard of a similar Welsh influx,
after King Henry VII gained the English throne in 1485. At any rate the Salusburys prospered to a degree over
the next century, though they might have done better, if family members had not taken part in the Babington
plot of 1586, and the Essex Rebellion of 1601; neither miscreant survived, but the head of the family remained
loyal to the throne, and they were able to enlarge Lleweni Hall, which grew eventually to have over 200 rooms.
The family took the Royalist side during the Civil War, but did not suffer much loss, and in the 18th century, Sir
John Salisbury had a prominent role in the foundation of the colony of Nova Scotia. His only child, Hester
married a banker called Thrale, and was the Mrs. Thrale prominent in biographies of Samuel Johnston. She
had a daughter who married the distinguished admiral, the Viscount Keith, as aficionados of Patrick O’Brian’s
Aubrey/Maturin books may know. Lleweni Hall proved very expensive to run and it passed from the Salusbury
family to their cousins, the Cottons in the early 18th century, before it was sold to an industrialist called Hughes
in 1810. This family demolished the hall later in the 19th century, and built a brick house of smaller proportions.
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Judging by the Pennant Print of the1770s, shown below, the Elizabethan hall was a hotch potch, and perhaps
little loss from the architectural viewpoint.

The River Clwyd receives a right bank tributary called the River Wheeler here. It is neither long nor large in
terms of flow rate; the mean value is measured as 10000 gallons per minute near to the confluence, but that
contributes to a description of which, I was previously unaware, as a misfit stream. Its course is a loop, first
east, then north, then west, then southwest, mostly in a deep valley carved through the Clwydian Hills. The
valley is far larger than would be expected for a stream of its size, hence the term, misfit; possible explanations
are the capture of its headwaters by another river, the Afon Alwyn, a tributary of the River Dee, is a possible
‘thief’. Another possible explanation is that the valley was carved out by the rush of water from a melting glacier,
at the end of an Ice Age. Whatever the explanation, the valley has supplied an important transport route through
the Clwydian Range; the A541 trunk road linking Wrexham and Mold to the North Wales Coast passes through.
The Mold and Denbigh Junction Railway opened in 1869, part funded and operated by the London and North
Western Railway, when it was seen as giving alternative access to the growing resort of Rhyl. The line did not
survive the Beeching cuts, and closed in 1962. I will be forgiven, I hope for mentioning that a hamlet in the hills
above the right bank is called Sodom, but I make no comment about the morals of the inhabitants.
Returning to the River Clwyd, a couple more
bends brings it to Pont-y-cambwll, carrying
a minor road north-east from the A541. The
bridge comprises a single segmental arch,
15m in span, which has been approximately
doubled in width by attaching a slightly
shallower parallel arch downstream, as is
indicated by the arrow pointing to the join in
the photograph alongside; it is now around
6m wide. There are double arch rings in two
orders, with the lower voussoirs deeper and dressed. It is difficult to view the face of the extension downstream,
but it is clear that the detail of this arch does not replicate the original pattern as the single arch ring there
actually protrudes. The fabric on both faces is coursed limestone rubble. The bridge profile is slightly humped.
There is confusion about the build date, with estimates ranging from the 16 th century, which seems unlikely give
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the state of the fabric, but c1700 is plausible given the appearance and the original width of 3m. Widening is
dated to the 1790s, which fits with that estimate. The mean flow rate of the River Clwyd is measured here as
84000 gallons per minute, a more than 4-fold increase from the last measurement near Ruthin. The river has
completed 42km of its 56km course, so it is reasonable to regard the middle reaches at an end.
4. The Downstream Reaches and the Major Tributary, the River Elwy
Moving on north-westwards, the river arrives
at Llanerch Hall on the left bank. The present
building appeared as a replacement erected
by a successful Welsh lawyer, Sir Peter
Mutton in the early 17th century, for a latemedieval or Tudor predecessor. The 3storey house was modified later that century,
and then again in the 18th and 19th centuries.
The changes have not met with favour from
architectural experts, and the more recent
division of the property into 12 flats is unlikely to have impressed them, either. The photograph shows the central
block which survives, albeit modified since the 17th century. At that time, the house was noted for its gardens,
which were thought by travellers, to be amongst the most spectacular in Wales, but they were destroyed as part
of the 18th century changes. There is now a golf course on the estate. The road fringing Llanerch estate to the
south crossed the River Clwyd on an elegant bridge with a single shallow segmental arch, which was built in
the 18th century, but that bridge was brought down during floods in early 2021, and the replacement will not be
installed until 2023. It is worth noting that the county boundary between Denbighshire and Flintshire has been
quite fluid in the past, and some 19th century maps show the River Clwyd leaving the former around here, south
of St. Asaph.
The River Clwyd is flowing north towards the
confluence with its main tributary, the River
Elwy, which flows parallel to it, just to the
west. Between them is St. Asaph, the small
cathedral city, really just a village; the quoted
population

of

3500

includes

nearby

settlements. By tradition, a monastery and
episcopal see were founded here in c560 by
St. Kentigern; when he returned to his native
settlement, which became Glasgow in c573,
he was succeeded as bishop by St. Asaph. The institution was secular rather than monastic, throughout its
history, staffed by canons living in the community, rather than closeted monks. The bishopric was revived in
1143, but its cathedral was burnt by an English army in 1282 and by Owen Glendower in 1402, and it was
harshly treated during the Civil War in the 17th century. The cruciform lay-out, shown in the view from the southwest, comprises a twin-aisled nave, transepts, crossing tower and choir; the cathedral is small, of overall length,
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55m. Some 13th century work survives, especially in the west wall and doorway of the nave, but 14 th century
masonry predominates, except in the choir which is largely a Victorian construct designed by Sir Gilbert Scott.
The upper parts of the tower are also relatively modern dating to the 18 th and 19th centuries. The fabric is a mix
of grained limestone and sandstone, ill-chosen as the two stones react together chemically, causing decay.
There was a chapter house on the north side of the choir, but it was demolished in the 18 th century. The cathedral
survived the Dissolution in the 16th century, and in the 17th century there were 7 prebends, 11 priests and
deacons, and 8 choristers, but the buildings, in which they were accommodated have vanished. The income
was small by the standards of the great English cathedrals, £202 in 1535 (equivalent to purchasing power of
£131000 now), but comparable with that of other Welsh sees. The cathedral nave did not serve as the parish
church; instead, there is a, double-naved, church in the settlement (also dedicated to St. Kentigern and St.
Asaph), which had that role from the 13th century. It was substantially restored in the 19th century. There are
other old buildings associated with the see, built after the Reformation, in the town, but their descriptions are
best left to specialist texts. The bridge over the River Elwy, to the west of St. Asaph, has 5 arches giving a length
of 65m; it was built in 1770 and has features typical of the period like hood moulds above dressed arch rings.
North of St Asaph, the Rivers Clwyd and
Elwy, each pass under the North Wales
Expressway, a trunk road linking Chester to
Holyhead, and the former then arrives
beside a curious bridge. Pont Dafydd stands
isolated in a field, at some distance from the
River Clywd. It comprises a single shallow
segmental

arch

of

span

10m,

which

presumably stood higher above a stream
than it does now over pasture. It is built of
random limestone rubble, with double arch
rings in two orders. The cobbled roadway is 2.5m wide, and there is no sign of widening, but a squinch, shown
in the photograph, eases access to the bridge from the north-east. The Listing dates the bridge to 1630, and its
width and form make this seem reasonable, though its condition is remarkably good, given that it must have
been redundant for a long time. The mean water flow rate in the River Clwyd is measured here, a short distance
from an upstream measurement, and the value has slightly increased to 88000 gallons per minute. At the
junction with the River Elwy, the River Clwyd hooks round to the west, making it appear as if it is joining its
tributary, and from that point to its source the tributary is longer than the parent, though that does depend on
decisions about how the length is calculated, as will be explained. However, the corresponding measurement
of mean water flow rate for the River Elwy is 60000 gallons per minute, so it is significantly smaller.
……………………………
As is often the case for rivers everywhere, the decision about the location of the source of the River Elwy is not
clear-cut. It is stated by Wikipedia, either that the river only receives the name Elwy at the village of Llangernyw,
where 3 rivers, Afon Cledwen, Afon Collen and Afon Gallen, meet to form the Elwy, or that the source is on the
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northern flank of a hill called Moel Seisiog
south-east of Llanrwst at OS Grid Point SH
853 593. In fact, neither looks a logical
choice, when maps old and new are studied;
the Afon Cledwen is the longest, and
seemingly largest of the aforementioned
headwaters, and it rises in a boggy area,
380m high, at OS Grid Point SH 888 560, in
the county of Conwy. I think the best choice
for the source of the River Elwy. Though a
short distance downstream from there, the
photograph taken by Mr. Williams probably
gives a good idea of the landscape; rough
grass and rushes, with patches of heather. The watershed separates the catchment of the River Elwy, and thus
the River Clwyd, from that of the River Alwen, a tributary of the River Dee.
After flowing for 4½km northwards, the Afon
Cledwen has dropped below the 250m
contour, the valley floor is occupied by fields
of pasture, but the past presence of a
watermill, in the hamlet of Pennant implies
that corn was once grown; the village of
Gwytherin is 2½km downstream in a
widening valley. A cornmill is recorded here,
on 19th century maps, but the settlement has
a much longer history. Although the church
of St. Winnifred was built in the 19th century,
it is in a churchyard, in which there are 4
standing stones, maybe dating to the Bronze
Age, so they are even older than adjacent yew trees. It is suggested that there was a double monastery here in
the 6th century AD (housing monks and nuns). The stream continues northwards receiving tributaries at both
banks, and as can be seen from the photograph taken by Mr. Wilkins it is growing quite quickly. I shall leave
detailing the watermills to Alastair Robertson in his Appendix 1, as the Afon Cledwen reaches Llangernyw
having flowed for 17km, and there it assumes the identity of the River Elwy. The tributaries, which join it there,
of which the largest are the Afon Gallen, coming from the south, and the Afon Collen, coming from the west,
have followed courses through similar landscapes, without encountering any stand-out places or artefacts; high
moorland near the sources, descends to farms. Fields of pasture predominate, with cornfields, few and far,
between, but as noted already, the presence of corn mills, 2 centuries ago, indicates that more corn was grown
then. These tributaries, along with the Afon Cledwen demarcate the upper catchment of the River Elwy, where
watersheds separate it from those of the River Conway to the west, and the River Dee to the south.
From here the river flows north, then swings eastwards, meandering slightly in a broad valley, mainly between
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pastoral fields but with some copses, before
arriving at the medium-sized village of
Llanfair Talhaiarn. The river has travelled
8km from Llangernyw, and is just above the
100m contour. It is suggested that the church
of St. Mary occupies a site on which a cell
was occupied by an early British saint, St.
Talaern in the 5th century, but the actual
church is said to date from the 13th century.
The church had 2 naves, but was heavily
restored in the 19th century, as a result of
which, most old fabric was destroyed,
though the lay-out was preserved. A building
with older surviving elements is Llanfair
Talhaiarn Bridge crossing the River Elwy
and giving access from the north from the
A548 into the village. It comprises 3 shallow
segmental arches of unequal size, and
different shapes, separated by cutwaters,
rounded downstream, which rise to give refuges beside a road, perhaps a bit more than 4m wide. The very flat
central arch spans c12m. There is no sign of widening. The fabric is random rubble, save for the 2-stage
upstream cutwaters seen in the photograph; they are of ashlar, and jar with the rest of the structure. There are
single flush arch rings. In profile, the bridge is slightly humped. The Listing attributes the bridge, to c1700, but it
may have been built a couple of decades later, given the shallowness of the main arch. A short distance
downstream, the mill, shown in the Mills Archive photograph, retained a breast shot waterwheel into the 20th
century; water came from a large mill pond, fed from the river, by way of a short lade, all to the right of the frame.
The River Elwy continues east in a valley with steepening sides, and next receives a large right bank tributary,
the Afon Aled, which flows mainly northwards, also through a steep-sided valley, from Llyn Aled, a 45ha lake at
a height of 375m on the Denbighshire Moors. Fishing for pike, perch and roach is popular, there, though only
allowed by rod from the banks and not from boats; judging by photographs on the internet, some large
specimens are caught and presumably returned. I cannot pretend that the River Elwy, for all its considerable
length is the most interesting of rivers; the scenery is pleasant, but there are few historic settlements and
buildings. Though some churches are built in ancient churchyards, and the regular appearance of ‘Llan’ in the
placenames, implies the existence of British churches in the centuries soon after the departure of the Romans,
the buildings mostly disappointed, because restoration in the 19th century had amounted almost to rebuilding.
Twin naves survived, but usually little else. The bridges left a similar impression; there were a number of 18 th
century structures, often with hood moulds above the arch rings, but otherwise they were rather mundane, and
none were apparently built earlier, at least across the river itself. I spent a frustrating day, failing to find any, that
really stood out. There were watermills on the river, but survivals, even converted to dwellings are at a premium.
So, it was with a sense of disappointment, as I tracked it from Llangernyw, that I arrived where the river turns
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northwards into the final reach, as it flows
towards the junction with the River Clwyd.
Here, there is some promise of interest, with
the appearance on maps of Bodelwyddan
Castle in an estate, above the left bank. The
term castle is a misnomer; the building
began life in the 15th century as a mansion
owned by a family from Anglesey, called
Humphreys. By all accounts it was, at least
latterly a building, with a 2-pile central block,
(i.e., the rooms were 2-deep) and wings. It
was sold in 1690, to Sir William Williams, a
Speaker of the House of Commons, and his
family retained the house until the 20th
century. Bodelwyddan Castle was largely
rebuilt and transformed in appearance in the
first half of the 19th century, as can be seen
in the contrast between the upper print and
lower photograph; the work was funded,
using money derived from family interests in lead mining, Perhaps, amongst the turrets and castellations,
something of the original block has survived, but if so, it has been greatly altered. The architects for the main
part of the work were a short-lived partnership, Hansom and Welsh, and the former deserves a digression.
Joseph Aloysius Hansom was born in York in 1803, and became a prolific architect, working in the Gothic
Revival style, through a large part of the 19th century, designing houses, civic buildings and Roman Catholic
churches. However, he has perhaps a greater claim to fame, because he invented and in 1834 patented, the
hansom cab. Low slung, stable, and pulled by a single horse, it is hardly too great a claim to say, that it
transformed city transport across the world in the remainder of the 19 th century, until superseded by cabs,
powered by the internal combustion engine, in the early decades of the 20th century. I am not clear that Hansom
made much money from his invention; he sold the patent for £10000, a tidy sum, equivalent to more than a
million pounds, now, but the purchaser went bankrupt, and the money was not paid. Hansom also started an
architectural journal, the Builder which flourished and still survives, but lack of funds caused him to pull out. He
was involved with many short-lived partnerships in a long working life (he died in 1882) so cannot have been
easy to work with, and this may have contributed to a lack of deserved financial rewards.
Returning to Bodelwyddan Castle, it remained in the hands of the Williams family, until the estate was sold in
1918 to the Army, its occupiers during the Great War. In 1920, the house was taken on lease by a Mrs Florence
Lindley and opened as a private school, Lowther College. The school closed in 1982 and the house was
unoccupied, until taken over by Clwyd County Council. Part of the property became Bodelwyddan Castle Hotel
(occupying part of the main house and also the buildings of the domestic yard). New buildings for the hotel were
added to the south and west. The tenants under Denbighshire County Council were Bodelwyddan Castle Trust
for the remainder of the house containing an art gallery. The hotel is clearly visible in the Castle Park from the
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A55, North Wales Expressway, looking southwards. I have little more to say of the River Elwy which completes
its course, north of St. Asaph by joining the River Clwyd. Some sources suggest that the waters remain distinct
for some distance downstream, Elwy to the left, Clwyd to the right, looking north, perhaps a temperature
difference could explain that, but I can supply no corroboration.
…………………………
Two more bends, passing the tidal limit, take the River Clwyd to Rhuddlan, a small town with a slowly declining
population of 3700. Visually, it is dominated by the castle on the right bank of the River Clwyd on the south side
of the built-up area. The castle was founded in 1277 by King Edward I, a short distance north, and downstream
of an existing motte and bailey castle called Twthill. Rhuddlan Castle was attacked by the Welsh in 1282, 1295,
and 1400, but proved to be impregnable, which was by no means the case for all the Edwardian castles.
Thereafter, it saw no more action and was neglected, until the Civil War, when it was held by the Royalists
through to 1646, which inevitably caused Parliament to order its sleighting, in 1648. The castle was placed in
state hands in 1944. As can be seen in the aerial view from the north, the castle is concentric with a polygonal
outer ward enclosing a diamond shaped inner ward. The latter was surrounded by a curtain wall, 2.7m thick,
and 12m high, with single drum towers of diameter, 11m, at the northern and southern apexes, while there are
twin-towered gateways at the eastern and western apexes. Buildings within were of wood, and included 2 halls
along the north-east and north-west curtain walls, and a kitchen between them at the northern apex, but neither
they nor any other domestic buildings survive. Wooden buildings in the outer ward, including stables have also
vanished. Gillot’s tower beside the river at the top right of the photograph, protected an entrance beside the
river, through which supplies and reinforcements were brought in.
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Mention was made of Twthill Castle, also
called Old Rhuddlan, which is 250m southwest of Rhuddlan Castle, also on the right
bank of the River Clwyd. All that remains is
the motte shown in the photograph, a view
from the south-west, and traces of the
boundary of the bailey. There was a Welsh
mansion on the site, destroyed by King
Harold in 1063; then in 1073, Robert of Rhuddlan, a Norman lordling, built an earth and timber, motte and bailey
castle. A stone tower may have been built later, on the motte, surrounded by a wooden stockade. The castle
was contested between Welsh and Norman English for 2 centuries, but in 1277, Rhuddlan Castle was founded
and Twthill was deserted, and a long process of decay started.
A short distance upstream from Twthill, within the confines of the original Norman town defences, a 13th century
Dominican Friary was founded by Llywelyn ap Gruffudd, during a period of Welsh occupation. Pilgrims flocked
to visit the rood/cross in the church. The friary had 23 friars during its early years, but when it was suppressed
in 1538, there were only 3 friars in residence. A modern farmhouse seemingly occupies the site of the former
friary church and fragments of what may have been the south cloister range are incorporated in the south range
of the farmstead. Before a recent redevelopment the farmyard was c26-28m square, dimensions most likely set
by the medieval cloister. Medieval fabric has been re-used in the farm buildings; remains include incised tomb
slabs and an effigy of a knight. The other significant old religious building in Rhuddlan is the parish church of
St. Mary, just downstream from the castle, and founded a couple of decades later in c1300. Originally there was
a single nave, but a second was added in parallel, later, and then a battlemented tower; the Victorian restoration
seems to have been more restrained than most in the area.
Rhuddlan Bridge spans the River Clwyd to
give the only access to the town of Rhuddlan
from the west. The earliest record of a bridge
on the site dates to c1277 after which a
timber

bridge

was

rebuilt

following

destruction. In c1358, the first stone bridge
was built, and repairs to it were recorded in
1372 and 1382. The bridge was again rebuilt
in 1595, and the stone structure which
survives is thought to be partially of this date,
although substantial alterations to its form
have taken place. This is demonstrated by
comparing a print made in 1749, which even
allowing for some artistic license shows a
very different profile from that of the present
bridge, shown in my photograph. The
standing structure still has 2 segmental
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arches of unequal spans, c10m and c6m, built of roughly coursed and squared sandstone, and a broad pier
carrying splayed squared cutwaters. There are double arch-rings in two orders on the larger arch, and part of a
hood mould, and part of an upper arch ring above a recessed, slightly chamfered, lower arch ring on the smaller
arch. On the south-east face, 3 tablets are set into the masonry of the cutwater, one of which is inscribed with
the arms of Flint, and is dated 1595. The parapets in the main part of the bridge were replaced during the 19 th
century by cast-iron railings supported by heavy brackets which are corbelled outwards. The total length of the
bridge, including the approaches is 40m; the width of the roadway is c3m now, but the width between the rails
is c5.5m, to which the corbelling at each face contributes about 1m. Thus, the previous width was of the order
of 4.5m. Extensive repairs were being carried out when I visited, hence the obtrusive barriers on the road-way.
The best way to reconcile the print with the photograph would be to follow the suggestion of Edwin Jervoise,
who surveyed the bridge in the 1920s, and assume that the smaller arch is essentially original (16th century),
but that the larger arch was rebuilt after 1750; after my own visit, I have doubts, that any of the visible masonry
is over 400 years old.
Following Station Road across the bridge,
(though the station on the long-closed Vale
of Clwyd Line to Rhyl was demolished some
years ago) and on to the High Street, the
impression made on me was favourable, for
reasons that I cannot wholly explain.
Certainly, the buildings, which are mainly
quite modern, but hardly distinguished, are
fresh looking, some of light stone, others
white-washed, and the ambience seems
similar throughout the town. There is a
curious building at a junction between Parliament Street and the High Street; the walls incorporate blocked
doorways which may have been taken from the Rhuddlan Castle, and thus be of the 13th century, but I do not
know why this was done, nor the age of the building, as an entity. The plaque visible on the left records that
King Edward I held a Parliament on the site in 1283, at which the Statute of Rhuddlan became law in Wales.
The wording of the plaque surprised me, as it read as though rights were being conferred, rather than that a
conquered people were being forced to adopt English Law and administrative systems, but then what do I know.
Beyond Rhuddlan, the River Clwyd is joined
by a small right bank tributary the Afon
Ffyddion, which follows a short, rather erratic
course, carrying water from northern outliers
of the Clwydian Range. There are a number
of watermills on the stream, listed in
Appendix 1, but here I focus on the village of
Dyserth. The waterfalls shown in the
photograph taken by Mr. Laird are there; the
main one, dropping over 20m on the left
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edge of the frame, and the lesser one to the right. To the north of the waterfall the church of St. Bridgit and St
Cwyfan stands in a graveyard; there is evidence of its 12th century origins, but following the pattern of churches
in the area, so extensive was the 19th century restoration and expansion, that little is left from the early church.
Dyserth was the location of a castle begun by King Henry III of England in c1240, but it was captured and
destroyed by Llewelyn ap Gruffydd, two decades later, and never rebuilt. There are earthworks and chunks of
masonry on what appears to be a strong site to the north-east of the village, but unsurprisingly after close to
800 years, not much else can be seen.
The estate of Bodrhyddan Hall is on the west
side of Dyserth; it belonged to the Conwy
family in the 15th century, when the first
house on the site was built. There are
enough Tudor elements in the hall, which
stands now, shown in the aerial view from
the south-west, to suggest major rebuilding
in the late-16th century. There were other
changes before an extensive remodelling in
the

1870s,

which

resulted

in

the

enlargement of the house with a new
entrance front to the west, and a service
wing to the east. Balancing the west front,
the east section of the main range was refaced at the same time, retaining symmetry in the garden elevation,
the centre of which remains late-17th century work. The house is mostly of brick with some stonework to the
rear, and stone dressings. There are slate roofs throughout. It is 3-storeyed and comprises the entrance wing
facing west, with the main hall range facing south, to which have been added, many ancillary wings and annexes
giving it a slightly disordered appearance. The house has remained with owners connected by blood, if
sometimes tenuously, to the Conwys, now the Lords Langford, the Rowley-Conwys; the last but one owner, the
9th Lord, died in 2017 at the age of 105. The house and gardens are now open to the public.
……………………..
King Edward I of England had additional plans for Rhuddlan, apart from building a castle. It was no accident
that he promulgated his intentions for the governance of his colony of Wales there, and he also planned to move
St. Asaph cathedral to the new town. Important also were the steps he took to improve access to the sea. He
had the downstream stretch of the River Clwyd, almost 5km long, straightened and dredged, in a 3-year project
carried out in large part by men brought in from the Fens of the Eastern counties of England, and he had quays,
built of stone beside the castle. As the centuries passed, shipping began to use staithes near the river mouth at
Rhyl, rather than coming upstream, but that port remained small, because industry never developed in the Vale
of Clwyd, the hinterland products of agriculture also used other routes to markets, like drove roads. The mean
flow rate in the River Clwyd as it comes close to ending its 46km journey to the sea is of the order of 160000
gallons per minute (equivalent to emptying 17 standard road tankers in a minute); for comparison, the mean
flow rate of the River Dee at Chester is close to 3 times as great at 455000 gallons per minute, while that in the
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River Conwy may be little short of 300000 gallons per minute if account is taken of the tributaries downstream
of the final flow rate measurement on that stream; all such data comes from the website,
https://nrfa.ceh.ac.uk/data/search.The River Clwyd is neither long nor large in comparison to those near to it.
Rhyl occupies the right bank, beside the
mouth of the river, but although (including a
suburb called Kinmel Bay on the left bank),
the population of c32000 is larger than that
of any other settlement in the River Clwyd
catchment, its history is short. No doubt
there were farms in the area, before 1830,
but a terrace dating from then, contains the
town’s

oldest

surviving

buildings.

Thereafter, rapid development, a period of
relative stability, and later slow decline, was
the pattern followed by many Victorian holiday resorts. Rhyl benefitted from its fine beach, with scope for sea
bathing, and its proximity to Liverpool, amongst other north-western industrial towns and cities; the coming of
the railway in 1848, made access easier from greater distances. That railway was the Chester to Holyhead line,
which was purchased in 1869 by the London and North-Western Railway. Over the next half-century, the resort
acquired all the normal tourist attractions, including a promenade and pier, pleasure gardens, and a marine
lake, dug out of marshland, and shown in the old postcard, offering boating, water slides, other activities.
I don’t think Rhyl was ever an upmarket
resort, so boarding houses and ‘bed and
breakfasts’ rather than large hotels were its
style, but for evening entertainment, there
were theatres which attracted ‘big-name’
entertainers

in

the

summer

season,

cinemas, amusement arcades, and more
recently, bingo halls. Inevitably, the pier
burnt down, but otherwise like most such
resorts, Rhyl maintained its popularity, until
the era of cheap foreign travel began in the
1950s. The photograph shows the hinterland
of the sandy beach, and replicates a view,
which can be obtained of many British
seaside resorts. I visited, for the first time several years ago, and it was clear that efforts were being made to
titivate the centre, and improve housing generally, but the place had a slightly run-down appearance, and I don’t
know whether matters have improved.
Strangely, the place had impinged on my consciousness more than 3 decades earlier because of a fairly
excruciating novelty song which rose high in the charts. The song, recorded by a folk group called Fiddler’s
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Dram, was called ‘Day Trip to Bangor’, another North Wales resort; it rose to number 3 in the pop charts, and
for a short time seemed to be forever on the radio. A spat arose with representatives of Rhyl, whom I heard
complaining on the radio, because it was claimed that the song was based on a visit to their town, and that Rhyl
had been deprived of deserved and needed publicity. Allegedly, Bangor had been substituted because its two
syllables suited the metre of the verse; plausible really, but also faintly ludicrous. It is funny how inconsequential
matters stick in the mind. I have also been vaguely aware of Rhyl’s football team, which after many years playing
in English competitions, and failing a few times to become an English league club, joined the League of Wales
in 1992. They had some success, winning the Welsh Premier League on two occasions, and earning places in
European competitions, but they never seem to have been far from collapsing financially; they were demoted
in 2010, because of such irregularities, and in 2020 losses due to Covid forced the club to wind up, though a
Phoenix club has been formed, to attempt the long climb back through the tiers of the Welsh ‘pyramid’.
Adjacent to the east of Rhyl, though strictly beyond the River Clwyd catchment, is Prestatyn, in some ways a
slightly smaller mirror image of the former, with a population of c18000, though it has a longer history. In
particular, there was a Norman castle in the mid-12th century, but it did not survive for long before destruction
by the Welsh, and has left no trace, except for a suspicion of a mound in a field. Otherwise, there are few signs
of great age in the buildings of the town, so I shall jump across the River Clwyd, figuratively, to reach a third
coastal town, Abergele. The name suggests that it grew up around a different river, the Afon Gele, and that was
the case. In 1794, flood prevention and drainage works embanked the area of the river mouth, and it was taken
on a new course eastwards across flatlands to meet the River Clwyd beside Rhyl. More of that later, but for the
moment, a few words about Abergele.
An early indication of human occupation is
the hillfort of Castell Cawr, south-west of the
town; the schematic shows the main
features. The ramparts enclosed c2ha, and
as indicated a number of roundhouse bases
have been detected, though no dating
evidence has been obtained from the site.
Another local hillfort at Dinorben has been
quarried away. Judging by finds of coins and
other artefacts there was a strong Roman
presence in the area. The next phase of
occupation was in the form of a Clas, or
Welsh

monastery,

evidence from the

for
8th

which

there

is

century, though the

parish church was built in the 15th century,
and has been largely reconstructed. The
town changed hands between the Welsh
and Norman/English several times in the 13th
century, and after the conquest by King Edward I of England in the 1280s, the Welsh population may have been
displaced to make room for English settlers. A watermill is recorded in the 13th century, and much later, a
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windmill in the 19th century. The medieval and pre-modern history is of a market town, though no early charter
has been found; now large caravan parks are part of a tourist offering. The population is c10000, but the town
has been done a great dis-service by the way in which it has been cut-off from the sea-shore by the North Wales
Expressway, the Chester to Holyhead Railway, and the afore-mentioned caravan sites. Together Rhyl,
Prestatyn, and Abergele have a population of c60000, and many residents have been employed in the tourist
industry; the population in summer may have come close to doubling.
On the west side of Abergele is Gwrych
Castle, but although there may once have
been medieval buildings, the castle is a huge
pseudo-Gothic mansion, built in the second
decade of the 19th century, by a family of
wealthy industrialists, the Heskeths; it was
said to have 128 rooms. The mansion is
shown in its present ruined state in the
photograph. Its heiress, in the early years of
the 20th century, was the Countess of
Dundonald, wife of a Scottish descendant of
an illustrious admiral, but they fell out and
lived separate lives. However, the countess
made the castle a centre of high society,
entertained royalty there, and eventually tried to will it to King George V. This proved impossible, so it was sold
and from then went through a succession of owners who allowed it to fall into disrepair, by a combination of
neglect, un-fundable plans, and asset stripping, so that within a relatively short time it became the roofless ruin
shown in the photograph. It is now owned by a charity, and is usually open to the public; it has been a venue
for television shows.
The River Gele, which rises in low hills south
of Abergele, flows east round the town, and
continues

eastwards,

fed

by

drainage

ditches, to reach the River Clwyd by way of
a sluice, as shown in the photograph (the
tidal River Gele heads from the lower right to
the top centre where it joins the River Clwyd,
with parts of Rhyl just visible behind). In the
land between the coast and the two rivers,
the site of the Battle of Rhuddlan Marshes,
is marked on historic OS maps. It is alleged to have been fought in 795, between Anglo-Saxons and Welsh,
and to have resulted in a crushing victory for the former, but that seems to be the extent of knowledge. There
may have been other battles in the immediate aftermath of 1066, when Norman adventurers attempted to carve
out lordships for themselves. In North Wales.
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From that junction the River Clwyd heads
north to the sea, passing under a railway
viaduct built in 1861, a replacement viaduct
opened in 1925, and also the Foryd Road
Bridge, which was opened in 1932. Its
bowstring girders support a deck which
crosses the river in two spans, resting on
abutments and a central pier. Since 2013,
there has been another bridge carrying pedestrians and cycles; its two decks lift into a vertical position, above
a pier, to allow boats to pass. It is a flashy design, which was no doubt expensive, but as with other similar
projects, that does not seem to have been an issue, especially as it looks nice, lit up at night. The harbour,
which was never a significant trade outlet, now provides moorings for many leisure craft, as shown, though I
believe there is concern about the silting, which is clearly visible.
The journey along the River Clwyd is at an end. It has gone from its source amongst trees high in the
Denbighshire Moors, after a tortuous start, to a passage northwards, through the scenic rural Vale of Clwyd. It
flows between the Clwydian hills to the east, and the Clocaenog Forest to the west; the flat valley floor comprises
mainly smallish pastoral fields extending up the slopes above each bank of the river. There has been a rural
landscape for centuries because industrialisation has not touched the Vale; there is no coal. Although they are
comparatively small compared with the conurbation around Rhyl at the river mouth, it is fair to say that the river
has been dominated by the three castle towns created by King Edward I of England towards the end of the 13th
century, namely Ruthin, Denbigh, and Rhuddlan. Whatever one thinks of the purpose, the castles are fascinating
structures, which have provided, along with the towns beside them, a good proportion of the interest associated
with the journey. I should add mention in the realm of fortification, numerous hillforts in the Clwydian Hills and
elsewhere in the catchment; to me this seems a clear indication that the Hills were a frontier region at least as
far back as the Iron Age, though such a view may be unfashionable nowadays. There are two major tributaries,
the Rivers Elwy and Clywedog, but they have proved of less interest than I might have expected. There are a
number of relatively old bridges in the catchment, though none is ancient or especially eye-catching; the
watermills, I leave for Alastair Robertson’s Appendix 1. The churches have been the biggest disappointment;
though many have origins in the 13th century, and stand in graveyards of shapes, which suggest that they have
housed religious buildings for more than half a millennium longer, the unsympathetic, thorough restorations
have destroyed most of my interest. This, in spite of the fact that the persistence of the twin-nave footprint in
the catchment is a striking feature.
I end by touching on aspects hardly considered, albeit by design. The main leisure activity in the catchment has
to be walking or hiking, and apart from many trails near the river bank, the Offa’s Dyke Way is a constant
presence near the crests of the Clwydian Hills. Course fishing is certainly encouraged in some of the lakes and
reservoirs in the catchment; on the internet, as mentioned, there are photographs of large pike and carp, which
have been caught there. There seems to be a good run of sea trout each year; a decade ago the same might
have been said of salmon, but their numbers seem to have fallen off a cliff. The explanation may be to do with
pollution in a wide sense, but not river pollution. As for canoes and other boats, my impression, no more than
that, is that not much goes on. This concludes the account of the River Clwyd, in North Wales.
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Appendix 1
Commercial Watermills
We first describe briefly the methodologies used to gather the information, which has allowed the
sketch maps and tabulations on following pages, to be produced.
Note that commercial watermills were paid by customers to process raw materials like grain or wool,
whereas farm mills, to be dealt with later, were machines located on a farm, which operated at the
behest of the farmer, normally without money changing hands. The great majority of farm mills during
the period in question (post-1750) were threshing mills, separating grain from stocks (straw).
1. Mills in the River Clwyd catchment were identified from first edition, six inches to the mile
Ordnance Survey maps (6 inch OS maps). Almost all of the catchment lies in the historic Welsh
counties of Denbighshire and Flintshire.

Short stretches lie in Caernarvonshire and

Merionethshire. The surveys for the Denbighshire, Flintshire and Merionethshire maps were
undertaken between 1869 and 1875. Caernarvonshire was surveyed in the late 1880s. These
maps are available on the National Library of Scotland Map Images website (https://maps.nls.uk/).
2. The Ordnance Survey “Old Series” of 1 inch to the mile maps were also checked for commercial
watermills. Surveys for these maps were completed in 1819 and published in 1831. The maps
are available online on the Archiuk site and through the Charles Close Society (at, respectively,
https://www.archiuk.com/archi/archi_old_maps.htm
https://www.charlesclosesociety.org/oldseries).
3. Additional information was obtained by Google searching for water mills at specific locations.
The sketch maps and tabulations follow.
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Table 1: Water Mills of the River Clwyd and its main Tributaries

River Clwyd
Code

Mill

Mill Type

Code

Mill

Mill Type

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

Melin Cynfal Corn Mill
Melin-y-wig Woollen Factory
Meiarth Mill
Melin Llewyn
Pandy'r-capel Woollen Factory
Derwyn Hall Mill

Corn
Wool
Corn
Corn
Wool
Corn

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Melin Nantclwyd
Einion Mill
Einion Saw Mill
Felin-ysguboriau
Ruthin Mill
Melin-y-Green

Corn
Corn
Saw
Saw
Flour
Corn
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Tributaries
Afon Clywedog
Code Mill
Cg1
Cg2
Cg3

Melin-y-moch
Pandy
Felin Lithio

Afon Ystrad
Code Mill
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Segrwyd Mill
Pandy Mill
Lawnt Mill
Lawnt Pandy

River Wheeler
Code Mill
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5

Melin-y-wern
Sarn Mill
Pandy Woollen Mill
Maes-y-coed Paper Mill
Maes-y-coed Corn Mill

River Elwy and Afon Cledwen
Code* Mill
Cn1
Cn2
Cn3
Cn4
E1
E2
E3

Bryn-lorworth Mill
Ty'r-felin-isaf Flannel Mill
Ty'r-felin-isaf Corn Mill
Pandy Bryn-barcut
Melin Talhaiarn
Melin-Caerin
Meifod mill

Mill Type

Code

Mill

Mill Type

Flour
Fulling
Saw

Gw5
Gw6
Gw7

Tolethorpe Mill
Ryhall Mill
Newstead

Corn
Corn
Corn

Mill Type

Code

Mill

Mill Type

Corn
Fulling
Wool, saw
Fulling

Y5
Y6
Y7
Y8

King's Mill
Pont Ystrad Mill
Felin Ganol
Brookhouse Mill

Corn
Wool
Corn
Corn

Mill Type

Code

Mill

Mill Type

Flour
Cement
Wool
Paper, Leather
Corn

W6
W7
W8
W9

Pwll-budr Corn Mill
Candy Corn Mill
Bodfari Forge
Geinas Corn Mill

Corn
Corn
Forge, Smith
Corn

Mill Type

Code

Mill

Mill Type

Corn
Flannel
Corn
Fulling
Corn
Corn
Flour

E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10

Ddol Mill
Bont-newydd Mill
Melin Pont-yr-Goch
Wigfair Isaf
Bryn Elwy
St Asaph's Corn Mill
St Asaph's Mill

Corn
Corn
Corn
Unknown
Unknown
Corn
Unknown

*Mill codes starting “Cn” denote mills denote mills on the Afon Cledwen, those starting “E” denote mills on the River Elwy

Afon Aled
Code* Mill
A1
Melin Gadeg
A2
Tyn-yr-odyn Factory

Mill Type
Flour
Wool

Code
A3
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Mill
Carwed-fynydd Mill

Mill Type
Corn

Table 2: Mills on other River Clwyd Tributaries
Locations of Tributaries, see tables below for the key to the codes

River Clwyd
Code
1C
2C
2C
2C
2C
3C
3C
4C
4C
4C

Tributary
Afon Hesbin
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Gwinas
Afon Gwinas
Afon Gwinas

Millstream
Afon Hesbin
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Unknown
Dwr Ial
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Gwinas
Afon Gwinas
Afon Gwinas

Mill
Melin Llys-Fasi
Garth-Gynan Flour Mill
Melin Llanrhydd
Llanbedr Hall
Melin-y-Wern
Llandyrnog Felin-uchaf
Llandyrnog Felin-isaf
Felin Uchaf
Plas Bennett Felin Isaf
Felin Uchaf
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Mill Type
Flour
Flour
Flour, Saw
Saw
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn

River Clwyd ctd.
Code
6C
6C
6C
6C
6C
6C
7C

Tributary
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
River Gele

Millstream
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
River Gele

Mill
Felindre
Marian Mill
Grove Mill
Pandy Mill
Llewerllyd Mill
Pentre Mill
Abergele Old Flour Mill

Mill Type
Flour
Flour
Flour
Flour, Fulling
Flour
Flour
Flour

Afon Clywedog
Code
Tributary
1Cg
Afon Concwest
2Cg
Afon Corres
2Cg
Afon Corres
3Cg
Nant-Mawr
3Cg
Nant-Mawr
3Cg
Nant-Mawr

Millstream
Afon Concwest
Afon Corres
Afon Corres
Nant-Mawr
Nant-Mawr
Nant-Mawr

Mill
Moel-y Ha
Plas-y-nat Factory
Felin Uchaf
Melin Bryn-lluarth
Pandy
Pentre Corn Mill

Mill Type
Quarry
Wool
Corn
Corn
Fulling
Corn

Afon Ystrad
Code
Tributary
1Y
Afon Lliwen
2Y
Unknown
3Y
Unknown

Millstream
Afon Lliwen
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Felin-hen
Felin-newydd
Rosa-fawr Old Corn Mill

Mill Type
Corn
Corn
Corn

River Wheeler
Code
Tributary
1W
River Wheeler
2W
River Wheeler
3W
River Wheeler
3W
River Wheeler
3W
River Wheeler
4W
River Wheeler
4W
River Wheeler
4W
River Wheeler

Millstream
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Pant-gwyn
Afon Pant-gwyn
Afon Pant-gwyn
Afon Wen
Afon Wen
Afon Wen

Mill
Felin Nannerch
Ddol Smithy
Melin Pant-gwyn
Fynnon Fair Old Factory
Felin-gonglog
Caerws Woollen Factory
Caerws Corn Mill
Afon Wen Paper Mills

Mill Type
Corn
Smithy
Corn
Wool
Corn
Wool
Corn
Paper

River Elwy and Afon Cledwen
Code
Tributary
Millstream
1Cn
Afon Cledwen
Nant-y-Fawnog
2Cn
Afon Cledwen
Unknown
1E
Afon Gallen
Afon Gallen
1E
Afon Gallen
Afon Derfyn
2E
Afon Gell
Unknown
2E
Afon Gell
Afon Gell
3E
Unknown
Unknown
4E
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
5E
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Tai-pellar Mill
Hendre Mill
Fron Gallen
Pandy Tudyr
Ty-uchaff Mill
Trofarth Mill
Plas-isaf Chaff Mill
Melin Melai
Garthewin House Saw Mill

Mill Type
Corn
Corn
Flour
Corn
Unknown
Corn
Chaff
Corn
Saw

Afon Aled
Code
Tributary
1A
Afon Hyrdd
2A
Unknown
3A
Unknown
4A
Afon Dennant

Mill
Forest Mill
Foel Old Mill
Plas-newydd Saw Mill
Bryn-rhyd-yr-arian Flour Mill

Mill Type
Flour
Corn
Saw
Flour

Tributaries

Millstream
Afon Hyrdd
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Dennant
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Threshing Mills
The locations of possible water-powered threshing mills in the River Clwyd catchment were identified from first
edition, six inches to the mile Ordnance Survey maps (6 inch OS maps). Almost all of the catchment lies in
the historic Welsh counties of Denbighshire and Flintshire. Short stretches lie in Caernarvonshire and
Merionethshire. The surveys for the Denbighshire, Flintshire and Merionethshire maps were undertaken
between 1869 and 1875. Caernarvonshire was surveyed in the late 1880s. The NLS Maps website did not
have first and second edition twenty five inches to the mile OS maps for most of the catchment and, as a
result, 25inch OS maps were not used in this investigation. Some additional web searches on farm mills were
therefore undertaken to supplement the identification of farm mills.
All the map surveys were undertaken several decades after most threshing mills were installed and well after
the introduction of steam-powered portable machines which rapidly superseded water-powered threshing from
the 1860s onwards. The first threshing mills were introduced in the late 18 th century and they spread across
the UK during the first 30 years of 19th century. Water-powered threshing mills required sources of water
including ponds and mill lades which are long lasting features and, in many instances, but not all, these features
will be detectable on maps surveyed several years after the threshing mill has fallen out of use.
The presence of mill lades, dams or ponds on the 6inch OS maps, together with the topography of the area
round the farm buildings, was used to determine whether there had been a water mill on a farm at some time.
Threshing mills were by far the most common type of farm mill and we have assumed that the farm mills
identified were threshing mills. This assumption is a little less secure for the Clwyd, our first Welsh catchment,
than for the previous catchments we have investigated. In particular, water-powered gorse mills were used in
Welsh farms. Three, confirmed gorse mills were found in the Clwyd catchment and there is much anecdotal
evidence that farm gorse mills were once common in Wales. (No farms in the Clwyd catchment were labelled
as having threshing mills or machines and none was marked a gorse mill on the 6 inch OS maps.)
Thus sites where water-powered farm mills operated at some time after c1790 are tabulated but it is difficult to
say more about exactly when they operated.
In addition, horse gins were used to power farm threshing machines and gorse mills. As pointed out to us by
the late Professor Paul Bishop, these can generally be recognised on early OS maps by the presence of small
roundhouses on farms which were an intrinsic part of horse gins. Three horse gins were recorded in the course
of this exercise.
A total of 90 possible water-powered threshing mills and three gorse mills were found in the River Clwyd
catchment. The numbers of these mills are summarised by main catchment in Table 3. (The main tributaries
are listed according to the order where they joined the River Clwyd, from upstream downwards.)
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Table 3: Summary of the locations of threshing mills in the River Clwyd catchment
Catchment

Number of
Threshing Mills
31

River Clwyd
Tributaries
Afon Clywedog
Afon Ystrad
River Wheeler
River Elwy
Afon Aled
Total

8
13
3
29
6
90

Two gorse mills were in the River Elwy catchment and one in the Afon Clywedog catchment.
Threshing mills were found throughout the catchment, apart from in the hilliest areas.
The total of 93 possible threshing mills and horse gins (90 water-powered threshing mills and 3 horse gins) in
the catchment was approximately 35% more than the number of water-powered cornmills in the catchment (we
identified 69 corn mills, see tables 1 and 2).
The individual threshing mills are listed in Table 4. The list starts upstream and moves downstream. The table
defines, where possible, the name of threshing mill, the name of the millstream and the name of the tributary of
the Clwyd or one of the main tributaries. Many of the threshing mills were built on very small streams, often
little more than drainage ditches. As a result, the list in Table 4 contains many tributaries and mill streams
whose names were not readily found. These are marked as “Unknown” but some of these streams will be not
be named.

Table 4: Possible Threshing Mills and Gorse Mills in the River Clwyd Catchment
River Clwyd
River
Unknown
Unknown
Nant Mynian
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Hesbin
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Dwr Ial
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill Stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Ty-cerig
Hendre-isaf
Gallt-y-celin
Bryn-y-fynnon
Plas Helig
Llys-fasi
Plas-y-Ward
Ty-newydd
Bryn-coch
Glan-yr-afon
Plas-Newydd Farm
Merllyn
Plas-yn-thal
Glan Clwyd
Ty'n-y-Coed
Pentre
Dwylig-isaf
Unnamed
Lleweny Farm
Berth-ewig
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River
Nant Patrick
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Afon Ffydion
Afon Ffydion
River Gele

Mill Stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Greenfield
Hafod-y-coed
Ysgubor-y-coed
Bodeugan
Rhewl Farm
Pen-y-palmant
Cyffredin
Dwylig Isaf
Plas-Mawr
Pwlln Halog
Bon-y-beillan

Mill stream
Afon Corres
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Nant-Mawr

Mill
Nant-uchaf
Tre'r-parc
Cyffylliog Pentre*
Fferm
Maes-annod
Pont-glas-isaf
Cefn-maen-uchaf
Bryn-lluarth
Duffryn-Maelor

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Plas Nantglyn
Aber-deunant
Cocnych Mawr
Rhyd-goch
Garnedd Isaf
Plas-Captain
Segrwd Uchaf
Nant-yr-hengoed
Goppa Farm
Coed Accas
Bryn-gwynt-usaf
Rosa Bach
Ystrad Farm

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Penbedw-uchaf
Gols
Tyn-yr-celyn

Tributaries
a. Afon Clywedog
Tributary/River
Afon Corres
Unknown
Nant Ladur
Unknown
Nant-goch
Nant-goch
Nant-Mawr
Nant-Mawr
Nant-Mawr

* Gorse Mill
b. Afon Ystrad
Tributary/River
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

c. River Wheeler
Tributary/River
River Wheeler
River Wheeler
River Wheeler
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d. River Elwy
Tributary/River
Afon Cledwen
Afon Cledwen
Afon Cledwen
Afon Cledwen
Afon Gallen
Afon Gallen
Afon Collen
Unknown
Afon Gell
Afon Gell
Afon Gell
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
Nant Barog
Nant Barog
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Afon y Merchion
Afon y Merchion
Afon y Merchion
Afon y Merchion
River Elwy
Unknown
Unknown
* Gorse Mill

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Nant Melai
Unknown
Nant Melai
Nant Melai
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Tyddyn Deicws
Tydden Uchaf
Plas Mattw*
Cae-Coed
Ty-celyn
Ty-nant Uchaf
Tydden-bach
Ty-hwnt-i'r-afon
Cefn-craig
Bryn-ffwda
Lletty Watkin
Bryn-gwylan
Plas-isaf
Ysguber-newydd
Cefn-y-groesfawn
Melai Farm
Plas-bychhan
Ty'n-y-Cyll
Cefn-barog
Tyddyn-nant-y-cwm*
Cefn-barog
Plas-uchaf
Bod-ysgawenisaf
Berain
Crebane
Plas-coch
Lechryd
Pentre -Du
Maes Elwy
Ty'n-coed
Ty'n-y-ffordd

Mill stream
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Mill
Cefn-fforest
Tan-tryffan-bach
Tan-tryffan-fawr
Coed-oros
Gofar Farm
Carwed-fynydd

e. Afon Aled
Tributary/River
Afon Dennant
Afon Dennant
Afon Dennant
Afon Dennant
Unknown
Unknown
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Table 5: River Clwyd Summary
Mill Type
Corn
Textile
Saw
Metal
Cement, Quarry
Paper
Leather
Unknown
All Commercial
Threshing
Gorse
All Farm
All Mills

Clwyd
23
3
4
1
0
0
0
0
29
31
0
31
60

Number of Mills in Catchment
Clywedog Ystrad
Wheeler Elwy
6
7
9
19
3
4
3
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
11
11
17
26
8
13
3
29
0
0
0
3
8
13
3
32
19
24
20
58

Aled
5
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
6
0
6
13

All
Catchments
69
16
8
3
2
2
1
4
101
90
2
93
194

Notes:
1. It is clear from the substantial number of corn mills, that were in the catchment, (69), that the type of
farming post-1750 differed greatly from that carried on now. Google views show that most farmed land
is pastoral, whereas corn was clearly grown quite extensively in the past.

2. The total number of threshing mills in the catchment is thought to have been 97; all but 7 were waterpowered. The ratio of farm threshing mills to commercial corn mills in a catchment, is thought to be a
useful measure of the penetration of threshing machine technology. For the River Clwyd, the value was
1.4, which is at the upper end of the range, for catchments south of the Scottish border, albeit lower
than the highest values, of the order of 2. The relatively high rainfall, and hilly nature of the landscape
make water-power the method of choice.

3. There were a relatively large number of textile mills, (16), scattered through the catchment; they
processed wool. There was no grouping of such mills.

4. The very large Clocaenog Forest, stretching away from the upper reaches of the River Clwyd, is of 20th
century origins, so the significant number of saw mills in the catchment must have been associated with
older woodlands.
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Appendix 2
Gorse Mills
Gorse (also known as whin and furze) has long been used as a feedstock for horses and cattle. It was grown
as a crop from the early 17th century until well into the 20th century. It was commonly used in Wales, in
Aberdeenshire and around London, that we know of as yet.
Seeds were planted in the spring. The gorse was ready for harvest by the autumn of the second year, between
October and December. Gorse was attractive as a feedstock as it grew on rough ground and on high ground.
Gorse provided a green fodder in the winter and it had a high food value. According to Nash (2003), it also had
a high yield, in the order of 8-14 tons per acre per annum. These figures seem remarkably high compared with
current hay yields in the UK, which are around 2 tons per acre, but we have no contrary information.
To make gorse usable as food for horses, it was crushed and bruised. This was done by hand in the 17th and
early 18th centuries, often using a large wooden mallet. Water powered mills and horse driven mills (in horse
gins) were introduced to mechanise the process around the middle of the 18th century.
Wales was at the forefront of the introduction of water powered gorse mills, (almost all Welsh watermills were
water powered).

They had a horizontal axle connecting directly to the water wheel, initially with no gearing.

Square wrought iron studs about 100mm long were fitted for about a yard along the axle. This rotated between
four beams fitted with similar studs that were set up so axle studs did not hit the beam studs (Figure 1). Gorse
was fed in from the top. The design was improved during the 19 th century but the principle remained largely
unchanged. Some gorse mills were still working in the 1930s.

Figure 1: The exposed crushing and bruising mechanism of the Gorse Mill at St Fagan’s Museum during its
restoration showing the studs on the rotating axle and one of the fixed beams (Photo from Nash, 2003).
Horse gorse mills bruised and crushed the gorse using a different principle: a heavy wheel or roller was pulled
over the gorse to bruise and crush it (Figure 2). The horse mills had two types of stone floor, one for the roller
to run over and the other for the horses to walk round. There was a central pillar and a swivel attached to a
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beam with a granite or similar roller or wheel attached. The beam was connected by a harness to horse which
dragged the roller or wheel over the gorse to be crushed and bruised. Both types of mill were widely used in
Aberdeenshire.

Figure 2: General arrangements of a roller-type gorse mill (left) and wheel-type gorse mill (right) (after Collie,
2008-9)
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